5 THINGS to do
once you get your
DNA results.
After the excitement of getting your ethnicity
estimate and cousin matches, there are still a lot
of “wows” to be had. Follow these five steps to
get the most from your AncestryDNA results.

1. Use the power of your family tree.
Some of the magic of AncestryDNA happens when your DNA test
is attached to your public tree on Ancestry.com. That helps you
understand more about your cousin matches and encourages
collaboration to uncover common ancestors.
Is your test attached to the right tree? Go to Settings on your home
page and scroll to Family Tree Linking.

2. Put the Hints filter to work.
Want to know if you share common ancestors with your DNA
matches? It’s as easy as clicking Hints in your match list to discover
where a shared ancestor might be. Review carefully—and use the
green Send Message button at any time to contact your DNA match
about your findings.

3. Add notes for later.
Record relationships, ancestors, or suspected connections easily with
the Add note feature on a cousin’s match page. Once a note is created,
a clickable icon will appear by their name on your main match page.
You can also use the star feature to mark your match. Your notes are
for your personal use—they can only be seen by you and the people
you share your results with.

4. Search to find patterns.
Use the blue Search Matches button at the top of the
AncestryDNA Results page to search by surname or location,
and find possible DNA matches.

5. Explore match connections.
With the Shared Matches tool, you can see which matches you and
any given match on your list share in common—4th cousin or closer.
Click View Match, then choose Shared Matches for a list of the DNA
matches you have in common.
This feature can help you determine which family line you share or
give you more evidence that you’re related to a specific person. It’s
also fantastic for finding new leads and putting the pieces of your
genetic family story together.

So what’s next?
Consider encouraging family members to
take a DNA test. It will help improve your
match experience and it is a fun way to
explore family history together. It may
even help you discover the clue you’ve
been waiting for in your research.
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